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Project goals

- To equip students to work in teams.
- To equip faculty to manage teams.
- To equip researchers to understand teams.

Major accomplishments

- Significant improvements to software system for managing teams.
- Addition of teamwork training features.
- Deployment of a greatly enhanced public website at www.CATME.org.
- Identified the disciplinary distribution of the software user base.
- Significant publications released and recognized for their quality.

The SMARTER Teamwork user base
CATME users have surveyed over 191,747 unique students in 52 countries.
Significant results

The web-based system for managing teams has been used by over 190,000 unique students of more than 4000 instructors at over 800 institutions in 52 countries.

A major paper describing the development and validation of the CATME Peer Evaluation system was published in Academy of Management Learning & Education in December 2012. On June 1, 2013, this paper received the Maryellen Weimer Scholarly Work on Teaching and Learning Award, “recognizing outstanding scholarly contributions with the potential to advance college-level teaching and learning practices,” at The Teaching Professor Conference.

- Loughry, M. L., Ohland, M. L., & Woehr, D. J. (in press). Assessing teamwork skills for assurance of learning using CATME Team Tools. Journal of Marketing Education. Accepted for publication June 17, 2013. Key findings: This paper describes how the CATME system could be used to document student learning for learning goals related to developing team skills as required by AACSB’s (the accrediting institution for business schools) new accreditation standards. A copy of the paper is posted on www.CATME.org to begin drawing readers before the paper is published (probably in April 2014).
- Ohland, M.W., Loughry, M.L., Woehr, D.J., Finelli, C.J., Bullard, L.G., Felder, R.M., Layton, R.A., Pomeranz, H.R., & Schmucker, D.G. (2012). The Comprehensive Assessment of Team Member Effectiveness: Development of a Behaviorally Anchored Rating Scale for Self and Peer Evaluation. Academy of Management Learning & Education, 11 (4), 609-630. Key findings: The article described the development of the CATME behaviorally anchored rating scale for peer evaluation and three studies providing evidence for its validity. The article won the 2013 Maryellen Weimer Scholarly Work on Teaching and Learning Award. This $1,000 award, sponsored by Magna Publications, “recognizes outstanding scholarly contributions with the potential to advance college-level teaching and learning practices.” Articles published in any pedagogical journal from any discipline, or a cross-disciplinary journal or higher education journal can be considered for the award. The award was presented at the Teaching Professor Conference in New Orleans on June 1, 2013. The prize money was
used to purchase merchandise from Lands End embroidered with the CATME logo to publicize the system at conferences.


Other dissemination

In addition to the release of and updates to a significantly improved website, we have delivered various presentations to reach US faculty:

- Ohland, M. W., invitation to speak at Stanford Engineering Education Colloquium, hosted by ASEE Student Chapter, October 11-12, 2012.
- Ohland, M. W., Students in Teams. Science and Engineering Teaching Lunch, hosted by the Center for Teaching and Learning, Sheri Sheppard, Brad Osgood, and Robyn Dunbar, Stanford University, October 11, 2012.

We developed a new brochure overviewing the CATME system and highlighting the three awards that the system has received. This was distributed at the Teaching Professor Conference on June 1, at ASEE on June 24, and other venues. A PDF version of the brochure was posted to www.CATME.org.

Website development

In December 2012 a redesigned public website at www.CATME.org went live. The website provides easy access to information about the CATME system including:

- A newly developed mission statement
- A demonstration of CATME’s five-dimension model of teamwork
- A practice-rating exercise that anyone can use to preview the Peer Evaluation tool.
- A description of all of the CATME tools
• News on current CATME happenings
• A link to the CATME Users group on the professional networking website LinkedIn, created in November 2011 to establish a community of users to discuss strategies for managing student teams as well as the mechanics of using the system. This group has grown to over 200 members, and membership is likely to increase as faculty find the link on the home page of CATME’s new website.
• About Us information, including
  ▪ An overview description of the CATME project
  ▪ Acknowledgement of NSF support
  ▪ A detailed development history
  ▪ Information on user institutions, including maps and alphabetical lists of institutions, along with number of faculty and student users
  ▪ Information on data security and IRB approval
  ▪ A list of research about the CATME tools, including journal publications and various types of conference presentations
  ▪ Infrastructure to facilitate communication between faculty users and the CATME development team.
  ▪ Meeting support tools, including templates and a citation for an article about using team charters and team-member preparation before the first team meeting, and templates for a meeting agenda and meeting minutes. These additional CATME tools to support teamwork were developed this year.

Impact on engineering education

In engineering education, we have had a significant impact on classroom practice in how faculty manage teams. As our report shows, in addition to the large user base from engineering, there are engineering education researchers who not only cite our work, but also do research using CATME as a tool. Thus, we are benefiting students, faculty, and researchers as we planned. The selection of CATME and Team-Maker for the Premier Award for Excellence in Engineering Education Courseware in 2009 was evidence that the engineering community recognizes CATME’s contribution.

Impact on other disciplines

Our work is broadly applicable across all of science and engineering. Researchers are not only citing our work, but they are conducting research using CATME as a tool. Many citations can be identified in Google Scholar.

Impact on the development of human resources

Noting that team skills are among the most important skills cited by employers, our impact on the practice of teaching teamwork skills in the classroom is a contribution to Human Resource Development. Since women function better in social learning environments and team experiences have social, attitudinal, and affective outcomes that affect participation and success in college, particularly in STEM disciplines, improving team experiences is particularly important in making STEM education female-friendly.
Impact on society beyond science and technology

Our work is highly relevant to other disciplines as well, particularly other disciplines in which students are expected to develop team skills – business, nursing, and food and nutrition programs all include the development of team skills in the accreditation process. Some business schools are planning to use CATME as a college standard for accreditation purposes. The research team was recognized for delivering the Best Symposium in Management Education and Development (recognizing the symposium at the Academy of Management Conference that offers the most significant contribution to advance management education and development) in 2011, which shows that we are recognized for the quality of our contribution to disciplines outside engineering. This past year, the research team was recognized with the Maryellen Weimer Scholarly Work on Teaching and Learning Award for a paper published in 2012 in Academy of Management Learning & Education. The Teaching Professor Conference, where the award was given, includes faculty from all disciplines and invited the CATME Team to present a workshop on the system at the conference in Boston in June 2014.